Abstract. In order to track the beacon facular precisely in real time, a new method based on the self adjusting fuzzy-PID control is presented, which is suitable for ATP (acquisition, tracking, pointing) servo system for optical space communication. The advantages of fuzzy control and traditional PID control were combined in this method. The design method of fuzzy-PID controller is discussed. The design and simulation of the system were implemented by using the fuzzy control tool box in MATLAB. The comparison of the obtained result with that of the conventional PID controller was carried out. The simulation results show that the system is much better than the conventional PID controller, and the LOS (liner of light) stability of ATP system is improved.
Introduction
Free space optical communication represents the new development direction of communication technologies, because of its rich frequency resource, energy density, the secrecy performance and good anti-jamming performance [1] . After twenty years research, developed countries USA already realized laser communication technology between satellites and ground [2] [3] [4] . China has also launched the space optical communication research. In free space optical communication, communication terminal must complete the terminal target acquisition, tracking and pointing ATP before laser communication work [5, 6] . ATP technology contains two parts: coarse tracking and precision tracking, the fine tracking directly determines whether a communication link has been the created and performance of the whole communication system. In order to suppress the atmospheric turbulence and platform vibration disturbance, designing of high band width, high accuracy for the fine tracking system is the key of ATP technology [7, 8] .
Traditional PID controller has been used widely in the real control system for the simple contracture and implementation convenience, Traditional PID control, however, limited to linear systems, excessive dependence on the model parameters of the controlled object, robustness is poor, and the value of the PID parameter is local optimized values, rather than global optimal value, so this kinds of control can not fundamentally solve the contradiction of the dynamic quality and steady precision, can not be asked to do perfect unity of in the system's speed and stability. So, the system had to adopt other methods such as variable structure parameters to improve actual control effect because the nonlinear factors in the real control system, especially in high precision radar servo system [9, 10] , which Should not only have good low speed stability, but also strong sense of quick response ability and small overshoot.
In this paper, a fuzzy parameter self-tuning PID control based space optical communication system has been put forwarded. The PID parameters could be modified on-line using fuzzy control rules, which makes control system maintain good control performance under kinds of situations such as disturbance and the controlled object characteristics changed to overcome some of the shortcomings of the traditional PID control. The paper describes in detail the fuzzy parameters self-tuning PID control principles and design methods, and servo system simulations and analysis have been made using Simulink utility. The design and simulation of the system were implemented by using the fuzzy control tool box in MATLAB. The comparison of the obtained result with that of the conventional PID controller was carried out. The simulation results show that the system is much better than the conventional PID controller, and the LOS (liner of light) stability of ATP system is improved.
Structure and Design of Fuzzy PID Control System

ATP System Architecture
The ATP system obtained los bias of communication mainly through tracking detector, tracking controller control the actuator so that the sight error between two communication sides in the precision required range, in order to establish a stable communication link.
Coarse tracking system gets the sight error by encoder and coarse tracking detector, adjusts the photoelectric antenna pointing, realizes the coarse tracking ultimately and introduces the target to the fine tracking field, Fine tracking detector detects the los residual, the controller of the fine tracking control loop control fine tracking actuator for correction of los to achieve the tracking accuracy. The overall ATP control block diagram has shown in figure 1. 
Structure of Parameter Fuzzy PID Control System
Fuzzy parameter self-tuning PID controller is based on fuzzy reasoning [5] [6] [7] , in the operation, the deviation e (k) and deviation rate ec(k) will be rested continuous, then PID parameters K1, K2, K3 will be online self-setting according to the different time of e (k) and ec(k), in order to meet different requirements of control parameters for different e (k) and ec(k), so that the controlled object has better dynamic and static performances, the structure of the control system has shown in Figure. 2. PID regulator controls the whole system, fuzzy reasoning part of PID controller adjusts three parameters of the PID as K1, K2, K3 automatically, usually, digital controller can use the following function as: The e(k) means the system error, ec(k) means the system error rate, K1, K2, K3 are proportional coefficient, integral coefficient and differential coefficient respectively. Using fuzzy set theory to establish binary continuous function relationship between parameters K1, K2, K3 and system error absolute value e (k), error rate absolute value ec(k). The core of the control system design is that using the fuzzy controller to tune PID parameters automatically on-line according to the different e (k) and ec (k). Which influencing the selection of K1, K2, K3, thus affecting the control precision of the system.
Fuzzy Parameter Self-tuning Principle
The role of K1, K2, K3 in the PID controller are different from each other, from the stability of the system, response speed, overshoot and steady state accuracy and various aspects to consider the role of characteristics, the role of K1, K2, K3 are as follows: K1 is used to speed up the system response speed, and improve the system regulation accuracy, but, too much K1 will produce overshoot, and even cause system unstable; K2 is used to eliminate the steady-state error of the system; K3 is used to improve the dynamic characteristics of the system. In different e(k) and ec(k) moment, parameter self-setting principles as following:
1) when e(k) is very large, in order to make good tracking performance, should take great K1 and smaller K3, at the same time, in order to avoid appearing larger overshoot of system response, integral action should be deal with limits, usually take K2 = 0 2) when e(k) is in a medium size, in order to make the system response has small overshoot, should take small K1. In this case, the value of K3 influenced system response much more, K2 values should be appropriate 3) when e (k) is small, in order to make the system has a good stability, K1 and K2 shall be taken much more. At the same time, the value of K3 should be chosen according to the ec(k) to avoid oscillation occurred near the set value. When the ec(k) value is lesser, K3 take big some; When ec(k) value is bigger, K3 take smaller value, usually K3 takes medium size
Design of Fuzzy Parameter Self-tuning PID Controller
The core of fuzzy control design is to summarize engineering technical knowledges and practical operation experiences, and establish appropriate fuzzy rule table, then ultimately obtain the fuzzy control table of parameters K1, K2 and K3 of controller. According to the PID parameter self-setting principle, fuzzy controller used for PID parameter control adopts fuzzy controller with two inputs and three outputs. The fuzzy controller takes e (k) and ec(k) as input language variable, takes K1, K2 and K3 as output language variables. The range of system error e and error rate ec defined as fuzzy set theory field:
e,ec=-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3 The Fuzzy word set for e, ec = {NB, NM, NS, 0, PS, PM, PB), elements of word set representing the negative big, negative middle, negative small, zero, positive small, positive middle, positive big respectively. Supposing that e, ec, K1, K2, k3 all Obey the triangle membership function curve distribution, then the membership of fuzzy subset could be obtained.
The tuning principle of K1, K2, k3 could be achieved through the above self-tuning principle, fuzzy reasoning and test verification, which has been shown in Table1-3 
Simulations Simulation Setup
Loading fuzzy.fis file to the fuzzy controller module before the simulation, the input noise of the simulation system adopts band limited white noise, settings of parameters are shown as follows: setting the maximum value of power spectral density was 1, for the typical satellite platform, the vibration noise is generally below 200HZ, the band limited white noise sampling time is set to 0.0003q, the default value of seed is 23341, and simulation time is 1s Band width of coarse tracking system is below 10Hz, the bandwidth of fine tracking system is generally in the hundreds to thousands Hz, the cutoff frequency of the input signal is 200Hz, which is much larger than the bandwidth of coarse tracking, the system can suppress noise effectively when system bandwidth is much larger than noise frequency. In coarse tracking part, the choice control strategy means little effect due to the structural characteristics of the system itself. Therefore, the coarse tracking control part adopts simple PID control method which is fast, and the fine tracking control using fuzzy PID control strategy. The output signal of band limited white noise shown in figure 3 . 
Fuzzy PID Control Simulation
Putting the band limited white noise in the system as disturbance signals, the los stabilization simulation curves of coarse tracking and fine tracking has shown in figure 4 and 5. 
Conclusions
Fuzzy PID parameter self-tuning controller adopted here combined the advantages of PID control and fuzzy control has realized the real time online tuning on PID parameters. The proposed controller has stronger adaptability for the controlled object model compared with traditional PID control system, so that the system greatly improves the los stability accuracy. The proposed control strategy provides the theoretical reference for the design and debugging for the space ATP servo tracking system.
